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A Rare ValueA Rare Value

To emphasize the value of studying human variants, Sir ArchibaldTo emphasize the value of studying human variants, Sir Archibald
GarrodGarrod (1909), quoted a letter written by William Harvey in 1657:(1909), quoted a letter written by William Harvey in 1657:

Nature is nowhere accustomed more openly to display her secret Nature is nowhere accustomed more openly to display her secret 
mysteries than in cases where she shows traces of her workings amysteries than in cases where she shows traces of her workings apart part 
from the beaten path; nor is there any better way to advance thefrom the beaten path; nor is there any better way to advance the
proper practice of medicine than to give our minds to the discovproper practice of medicine than to give our minds to the discovery of ery of 
the usual law of Nature by careful investigation of cases of rarthe usual law of Nature by careful investigation of cases of rarer er 
forms of disease. For it has been found, in almost all things, tforms of disease. For it has been found, in almost all things, that what hat what 
they contain of use or application is hardly perceived unless wethey contain of use or application is hardly perceived unless we are are 
deprived of them, or they become deranged in some way. deprived of them, or they become deranged in some way. 

((ScriverScriver, , BeaudetBeaudet, Sly, and Valle, 1995)., Sly, and Valle, 1995).
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Reviewing the LiteratureReviewing the Literature
Dr. Thera P. Links (1992), has provided a detailed account of heDr. Thera P. Links (1992), has provided a detailed account of her r 

work with a large family in The Netherlands representing some work with a large family in The Netherlands representing some 
120 individuals from five generations suffering from Familial 120 individuals from five generations suffering from Familial 
Hypokalemic Periodic Paralysis. As briefly outlined by Dr. LinksHypokalemic Periodic Paralysis. As briefly outlined by Dr. Links, , 
a number of hypotheses were suggested during the latter part of a number of hypotheses were suggested during the latter part of 
the 19the 19thth century to explain the paralytic attacks in the periodic century to explain the paralytic attacks in the periodic 
paralyses. paralyses. 

Links suggests that the early descriptions (those of Talbott), Links suggests that the early descriptions (those of Talbott), 
““seem rather atypical, so that a correct interpretation seem rather atypical, so that a correct interpretation 
of the clinical features is not possible.of the clinical features is not possible.””
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First MentionFirst Mention

Adams, Victor, and Roper (1997), list Adams, Victor, and Roper (1997), list HartwigHartwig, as , as 
providing the first unmistakable account of providing the first unmistakable account of 
HypokalemicHypokalemic Periodic Paralysis in Periodic Paralysis in 1874.1874.

Also according to Adams, Victor, and Also according to Adams, Victor, and RopperRopper (1995), (1995), 
the first of the the first of the myotonicmyotonic disorders to be recognized was disorders to be recognized was 
myotoniamyotonia congenitacongenita. . 
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Stepping StonesStepping Stones

Julius Thomsen, a Danish physician described the Julius Thomsen, a Danish physician described the 
autosomalautosomal dominant form of dominant form of MyotoniaMyotonia CongenitaCongenita in in 
1872. Thomsen1872. Thomsen’’s designation, though inaccurate, was s designation, though inaccurate, was 
ataxia ataxia muscularismuscularis. . 

StrumpellStrumpell, in 1881, assigned the name , in 1881, assigned the name myotoniamyotonia
congenitacongenita..

WestphalWestphal, in 1883, referred to this same disorder as , in 1883, referred to this same disorder as 
ThomsenThomsen’’s diseases disease..
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Early CharacterizationEarly Characterization

In 1885, In 1885, WestphalWestphal suggested that the cause of periodic suggested that the cause of periodic 
paralysis could be found paralysis could be found ““in the muscle itselfin the muscle itself..””

OppenheimOppenheim (1891), also provided early discussion of (1891), also provided early discussion of 
this disorder.this disorder.

GoldflamGoldflam (1895), provided important descriptions of (1895), provided important descriptions of 
““vacuoles in musclevacuoles in muscle biopsy tissue samples.biopsy tissue samples.””
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Early CharacterizationEarly Characterization

KuttnerKuttner (1929) was the (1929) was the ““first to observe potassium first to observe potassium 
depressiondepression”” in the blood during paralytic attacks of in the blood during paralytic attacks of 
HypokalemicHypokalemic Periodic Paralysis.Periodic Paralysis.

BiemondBiemond and and PolakPolak Daniels (1934), were Daniels (1934), were ““the first to the first to 
suggest that it was a chemical alteration in the musclessuggest that it was a chemical alteration in the muscles””
that brought on the attacks in that brought on the attacks in HypoKPPHypoKPP..
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Early CharacterizationEarly Characterization

AitkenAitken (1937), confirmed the (1937), confirmed the ““importance of importance of 
HypokalemiaHypokalemia”” in the periodic paralysis attacks. in the periodic paralysis attacks. 

TalbottTalbott (1941), summarized all 400 cases of (1941), summarized all 400 cases of 
periodic paralysis that had been reported prior periodic paralysis that had been reported prior 
to 1941, but to 1941, but in most cases no information was in most cases no information was 
obtained about the serum potassiumobtained about the serum potassium
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Early CharacterizationEarly Characterization

In 1951, Tyler and colleagues In 1951, Tyler and colleagues ““first described first described 
Primary Primary HyperHyperkalemickalemic Periodic ParalysisPeriodic Paralysis,,””
distinguishing it from the more common distinguishing it from the more common 
HypokalemicHypokalemic form.form.

GamstorpGamstorp described two additional families in described two additional families in 
1956, and named it 1956, and named it adynamiaadynamia episodicaepisodica
hereditariahereditaria..
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Building on the RecordBuilding on the Record

Two decades later, Two decades later, BurumaBuruma (1978, and 1979), (1978, and 1979), 
provided an provided an extensive historical survey of extensive historical survey of 
HypoHypoKalemicKalemic Periodic Paralysis.Periodic Paralysis.

TheraThera P. Links published her comprehensive P. Links published her comprehensive 
thesis on thesis on Familial Familial HypokalemicHypokalemic Periodic ParalysisPeriodic Paralysis
in 1992. in 1992. 
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The Journey ContinuesThe Journey Continues

Several forms of hereditary periodic paralysis Several forms of hereditary periodic paralysis 
have been linked to mutations of the skeletal have been linked to mutations of the skeletal 
muscle Sodium channel, to Calcium channels, to muscle Sodium channel, to Calcium channels, to 
Chloride channels, and Dr. Links and others have Chloride channels, and Dr. Links and others have 
thought that variants will be linked to Potassium thought that variants will be linked to Potassium 
channels. . .channels. . .
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Revolutionary ThinkingRevolutionary Thinking
According to Petty (1993), the modern According to Petty (1993), the modern 
study of study of biological membranesbiological membranes began in began in 
1925 by Fricke and, independently, by 1925 by Fricke and, independently, by 
GorterGorter and and GrendelGrendel..

By the midBy the mid--1950s the new world of the 1950s the new world of the 
cell could be seen with cell could be seen with electron electron 
microscopesmicroscopes. Until the middle to late . Until the middle to late 
1960s, however, membranes were 1960s, however, membranes were 
considered to be considered to be static waxstatic wax--likelike
structures, similar to bricks in a wall. structures, similar to bricks in a wall. 
The first evidence suggesting differently The first evidence suggesting differently 
came from came from magnetic resonance imagery magnetic resonance imagery 
(MRI)(MRI)..
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A New ParadigmA New Paradigm

1953
J. Dwight D. Eisenhower became our 
Thirty-Fourth  President 1953-1961

J. D. Watson and F. H. C. Crick propose a model J. D. Watson and F. H. C. Crick propose a model 
For the DNA molecule comprised of two helically For the DNA molecule comprised of two helically 
intertwined chains tied together by hydrogen intertwined chains tied together by hydrogen 
bonds between the bonds between the purinespurines and and pyrimidinespyrimidines. . 
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ChannelingChanneling

In In 19531953, Alan Hodgkin and , Alan Hodgkin and 
Andrew Huxley, Investigated the Andrew Huxley, Investigated the 
potassium permeability of nerve  potassium permeability of nerve  
axons. They were the first to use axons. They were the first to use 
the word the word ““channelchannel,,”” to describe to describe 
their ideas.their ideas.
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A Sea of Activity. . . .A Sea of Activity. . . .

In 1970, Frey and In 1970, Frey and EdidinEdidin discovered that discovered that membrane  membrane  
proteins proteins possess a lateral mobility, emphasizing the possess a lateral mobility, emphasizing the 
dynamic, or fluid state of cell membranes.dynamic, or fluid state of cell membranes.
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Fluid Mosaic ModelFluid Mosaic Model

In 1972, Singer and Nicholson advanced aIn 1972, Singer and Nicholson advanced a
concept of membrane structure known as theconcept of membrane structure known as the
““Fluid Mosaic ModelFluid Mosaic Model..””

It was this highly celebrated review article It was this highly celebrated review article 
on the fluidon the fluid--mosaic model of membrane mosaic model of membrane 
structure that called the Attention of structure that called the Attention of 
biologists to the importance of physical biologists to the importance of physical 
properties of properties of membranes in regulating membranes in regulating 
their physiological activitiestheir physiological activities..





ATPase (The Sodium-Potassium ATPase pump)



Elegant freeze fracture studies have demonstrated the presence oElegant freeze fracture studies have demonstrated the presence of f 
linear arrays of intralinear arrays of intra--membranous particles that are candidates for membranous particles that are candidates for 
these calcium channels. To determine the organization of these these calcium channels. To determine the organization of these 
specific proteins a selective labeling technique is required thaspecific proteins a selective labeling technique is required that can t can 
identify the location of individual calcium channels. Using identify the location of individual calcium channels. Using 
biotinylatedbiotinylated ww--conotoxinconotoxin GVIA, which binds selectively to calcium GVIA, which binds selectively to calcium 
channels that stimulate neurotransmitter release, together with channels that stimulate neurotransmitter release, together with 
avidinavidin--30nm gold particles, we have identified the location of calcium 30nm gold particles, we have identified the location of calcium 
channels in an isolated nerve terminal with the atomic force channels in an isolated nerve terminal with the atomic force 
microscope.microscope.
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Milestones:Milestones: The Big PictureThe Big Picture

1955

1976

1970

1972

1991

1997

2002

1953Watson & Crick 
DNA Structure

Singer & Nicholson
“Fluid Mosaic Model.”

Fontaine, Ptacek, et al
HypoKPP chromosome 1q31-q32

Frey & Edidin
Fluid state of the cell 

Hodgkin & Keynes
Potassium “Channel”

Hoffman, et al
Confirm HKPP chrom. 17

Neher & Sakmann
“Patch Clamp Technique”

Founding of PPA

Mapping of the
Human Genome

2000

1994

Ptacek, Tawil, et al 
Andersen’s Mutation Found 2001



October 2001 and Beyond!October 2001 and Beyond!

Ask The ExpertsAsk The Experts
PPA Research RegistryPPA Research Registry
PP & PP & MyotoniaMyotonia OnOn--line Survey line Survey 
Cooperative Research ProjectsCooperative Research Projects
Science and Medical Advisory BoardScience and Medical Advisory Board


